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On the Noetherianity of Some Associative 
Finitely Presented Algebras 
TATIANA GATEVA-IVANOVA 
We consider fmitely generated aasocnttive algebras over a tixed held K of 
arbitrary characteristic. For such an algebra A we impose some structural restric- 
tions (WC call A strictly ordcrcd). We arc interested in the implication of strict order 
on A for its noetherian properties. In particular, we prove that if A is a graded 
standard hmtely presented strictly ordered algebra, then .4 is left noetherian If and 
only if it is almost commutative. In this case A has polynomial growth. ( IYYI 
Academc Precs, Inc 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper K denotes a fixed field of arbitrary characteristic and the 
term K-algebra is used to dcnotc an associative algebra with unit over K. 
Given a non-empty set X= {.yr, . . . . x,,}, (X) will denote the free monoid 
with unit, generated by X and K(X) will denote the free associative 
algebra (with 1) generated by X. A monomial of the form .Y+’ . .x$‘, k, > 0, 
i = 1, _.., n, is called an ordered monomial (cf. [2]). 
(1.1) T will denote the subset of (X) consisting of all ordered 
monomials. 
We shall assume that K(X) is graded by length; i.e., K( X> = @ ,, a ,) H,, , 
where H,,=Spanjuc(X)Idegu=n). A polynomial .f is called 
homogeneous iffs H,, for some n. 
We fix the degree-Iexicographic order co on (X) defined by setting (a) 
s, <,) ... <,x,,;(b)u<,vifdegu<degc,ordegu=degcandu<z,inthc 
lexicographic order. It is clear that ((X), co) is well ordered. 
For any g= C:‘l, CC,U,, X,E K’\ {O), 21, E (X) we shall denote by HIV(K) 
the highest monomial of K; i.e., HM(g) = II, if U, c,, LI,, for all j # i. 
Let F be a set of polynomials in K(X)\ {O ). The monomial u is normal 
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(n~ou’lrlo F) if it does not contain any of the monomials HM(,/‘), j’~ F as a 
subword. 
N(F) will denote the srf of’ u/l normal (module F) monomials, and (F) 
will denote the two-sided ideal in K(X) generated by F. If all polynomials 
in F are homogeneous then the ideal I = (F) is graded; i.e.. I = @ ,i k (, I,,. 
with I,, = In H,, and the algebra A = K(X);‘(F) is graded as well. 
Let I be a non-trivial ideal in K(X). A = K(X)/I. Let N(I) (sometimes 
we write ;Y = N(1) = N(A)) be the set of all normal (modulo I) monomials. 
It is clear that there is an equality K(X) = Span N(Z) 0 I as vector spaces. 
For any ,f’~ K( X) one has ,f’=T+ g, where f 6 Span N(f) and g f I are 
uniquely determined. The polynomial f is called the nornrrrl form c$,f: 
Obviously, there is an isomorphism of vector spaces A zz Span N(Z); i.e., 
N(l) projects to a K-basis of il. 
It is convenient to define a new operation on Span ,V 
f’.g = G for any ,f; K E Span N 
Clearly there is an algebra isomorphism A z (Span N. .). We shall often 
identify A with (Span N. ). 
We give here two of the well-known equivalent definitions of a standard 
basis of an ideal I in K(X) (with respect to co). For more details 
cf. 14-6. 10. 1 I]. An interesting homological interpretation of standard 
basises is also given in 171. 
( 1.2) DEFINITION. A set F of polynomials in K(X),,,{0 i, generating I 
as a two-sided ideal is a standurd (or Groehner) basis of I if one of the 
following equivalent conditions hold: 
(a) For any h E I there is an,f’E F and u. h E (X) such that HM(h) = 
uHM(f’) h: 
(b) There is an equality N(F) = N(I). 
A standard basis 
is reduced if for any CY E .Q/ the polynomial .fi is in normal form modulo 
F:! (,I; ) 
It is well known that if A = K(X),/1 then there exists a uniquely deter- 
mined reduced standard basis F of I (we also write F is the reduced 
standard basis of A). If moreover A is graded, then the reduced standard 
basis F consists of homogeneous polynomials. 
The algebra A = K( X)/Z is standard ,fb:nitc$. prewntcd (or .s,f:p.) if the 
ideal I has a finite standard basis. Obviously in this case the reduced 
standard basis of A is finite as well. 
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(1.3) Recall that an s.f.p. algebra A = K(x , , . . . . s,,)/I is a skew polyno- 
mial ring (cf. [2]) if the reduced standard basis F of I is of the form 
where (p,, E Span T, HM((p,,) < x,x,. 
Kandri-Rody and Weispfenning consider in [S] the class of algebras of 
solvable type, which are defined for a wide class of orders on (X). Here 
we shall need only the case of the degree-lexicographic order cc. 
(1.4) DEFINITION [S]. The algebra A = K( X)/Z is an a/,rhru of 
sol~whl~ type (w.r.t. co) if the reduced standard basis F of I is of the form 
F= ~.Y,.Y,--‘,,s,s,--,,I1 <i<j,<n). 
where C,,E K\(O), p,,~ Span T and M(p,,) -c~~.x, s . It is clear that an 
algebra of solvable type (w.r.t. co) is a skew polynomial ring. 
As is well known finitely generated commutative K-algebra are s.f.p. and 
noetherian. We are interested in the problem when a finitely generated 
associative algebra is noetherian. Various positive results are given in 
[I, 3, 8, 11, 121. 
In [ 121 necessary and sufficient conditions are give for a monomial 
algebra to be noetherian. In [3, Thm. 8.11, is proved that regular (in the 
sense of Artin and Schelter) algebras of global dimension 3 are left and 
right noetherian. As shown by K.-Rody and Weispfenning [S] algebras of 
solvable type are left and right noetherian, as well. Mora [ 1 l] and Ape1 
[1] study the noetherianity of algebras presented via A = K(.u,, . . . . s,,):I. 
where the ideal I contains relations of the kind 
s, x, - c’,, .Y, x, - p ‘i foreachi:j, 1 <i<,j<n. 
where c,, E K (c,, = 0 is also possible). p,, E Span T, and for a suitable well- 
ordering -< on (X) one has HM x (p,,) < x,x,. 
The approach in the present paper is different. We impose some struc- 
tural restrictions on the algebra A but none on the shape of the relations. 
For the precise presentation of the results we need some more definitions 
and notation. 
We fix an ideal I of K(X). 
(1.5) Let .f’ denote the highest monomial of the normal form of /; 
f’~ K(X); i.e., ,r= HM(T), and set 
(1.6)f- g iff.f= g. forf;gE K(X). 
(In case that ,f~ I we shall write,f= 0, f- 0.) 
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This clearly is an equivalence relation. 
Define also a partial order on K(X) by 
(1.7)f’<g iff~<,,gfor,1;I:EK(X)‘,,[O); o<.f’for,f’EK(X)‘\~jO). 
Both relations depend on I and on the order co on (X). 
( 1.8) We also write ,f’5 x if/‘< K or ,f’- g. 
(1.9) DEFINITION. We say that the algebra A = K( X)/l is .strict/~~ 
ordered if 
degm=2 for 1 <p, q<n, 
and one of the following equivalent conditions hold: 
(i) If U, c, II’ E N(Z) and 1‘ < II‘, then z~r < UH’ and L’U < IVU. 
(ii) If,f;gESpan N(Z)\(OJ, then,fg=,f’.g#O (i.e.&-,f’.g). 
The equivalence of conditions (i) and (ii) will be shown in Proposi- 
tion 2.2. Note that a strictly ordered algebra has no zero divisors. 
Obviously the free associative algebra K(X), and the algebra of com- 
mutative polynomials K[.u, , . . . . .Y,,] are strictly ordered. More generally, 
Weyl algebras, and the universal enveloping algebras of Lie algebras are 
strictly ordered. An even wider class of strictly ordered algebras are the 
algebras of solvable type (w.r.t. <,)). 
In [9] Latyshev calls algebras satisfying the condition (1.9(i)) algebras 
of polynomial type. He proves there that such an algebra satisfies a polyno- 
mial identify if and only if it is commutative. 
(1 .lO) Let A = K( X)/Z be a strictly ordered algebra, and let N = N(A 
be the set of normal monomials, Define an operation * on N by 
11 * 1: = 111’ for 14, 15 E N, (1.11 
and take the restriction of the order < on N. (Note that on N, u < 11 iff 
21 < (, 1’. )
Then (N, *, < ) is a ,c,ell-ordered xmigroup. 
Consider now the set of linear subspaces of A 
.F= (A,,IMEN), 
where A,,=Span{cENIz:<ui. 
It is clear that 9 is an N-filtration on A. Then in the context of [ 10, 131, 
(A, N, 9) is a filtered structure, to which a graded structure can be 
associated. Thus one can extend the notion of standard (Groebner) basis 
for ideals in A as it is done in [IO]. 
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For our purposes it will be enough to give the following definition which 
is a straightforward consequence of [lo, 1.2.1, IV.1.4, and IV.1.51: 
(1.12) DEFINITION. Let A be a strictly ordered algebra and let J be a 
two-sided ideal (resp., a left ideal) in A. A set Fc J\, 10) is a .~tandard basis 
(resp., a kfi stan&rd hasis) of J if for any /I E J there exist ,f’ in F and 
monomials N, h E N such that 
II = a .,r. h, i.e., h=a*,f’*h 
(resp., 17 = u .,f, that is 12 = CI * f). 
It is known that in this case F generates J as a two-sided ideal (resp., a 
left ideal ). 
(Here WC view all elements as lying in Span N.) 
(1.13) DEFINITION. Finally, for A = K(s, , . . . . s,,>iI we say that 
(i) A is ubnost qnudrutic iff s,,.~, - .Y,.Y,,, for 1 6 i 6 n ~ 1. 
(ii) A is almost commututiz:e if (N, * ) is a commutative semigroup. 
Now we are ready to formulate the main results of this paper 
THEOREM I. Far a standard Ji’nite!,~ presented ulgehru A the jallow,ing 
t\i‘o conditions ure equirulen t: 
( 1 ) A is a stric,tl>9 ordered skew pol>nomiui ring; 
(2) A is an ulgehru af’ solz~ahle tJ.pe (lt,ith respect to degree- 
ie.~icographic order < (, ). 
In particular, in this case A is left and right noetherian. (Actually the 
implication (2) + (1 ) is proved in 181.) 
THEOREM II. Let A = K(s,, . . . . .u,,)/I he u strict!), ordered almost quud- 
rutic, al~gehru, let N he the set of’normul (module I) monomiuk Then 
(1 ) A is almost commutatice. 
(2) A is left and right noetherian. 
(3) An). left (right) ideal in A bus u ,finite lqft (right) standard basis. 
(4) Any tllw-sided ideal in A has a ~finite stundurd basis. 
(5 ) N c T. In purticular, A has pollnomiul graH,th. 
THEOREM III. Let I be an ideal af’ K(s, , . . . . x,, > generuted b? 
homageneons polynomials. Let A = K(x, , . . . . s,, >,‘I be a .rtric.tlJ, ordered 
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standurd finitei~~ presented algebra Then the follo~~ing three conditions ure 
t~quivalent: 
(1 ) A is kffi noetherian. 
(2) A is ulmost commututivr. 
(3) Any left ideal in A has u finite kft standard basis. 
Furthermore, any af‘ the conditions ( 1 ), (2) and (3) implies: 
(4) A is right noetherian; 
(5 ) A has polynomial grolcth; 
(6) An?, right ideul of’ A has u ,finitr right standard basis 
(I) An?! tlro-sided id& of A has u finite standurd husk. 
CONJECTURE. An.13 uf the conditions (4) (5 ), and (6) in Theorem II I is 
equivalent to (1) (2) and (3). 
2. STRICTLY ORDERED ALGEBRAS 
We keep the detinitions and notation of the introduction. 
Let I be an ideal of K(X). N = N(Z) be the set of normal (modulo I) 
monomials. 
It is obvious that: 
(2.1) For II, 1; E N, one has 
(1) II - c if and only if u = c; 
(2) II < r if and only if u co r. 
(2.2) PROPOSITION, Let I br an ideal af’ K( X). Then thc~,follow?ng condi- 
tions are equivuleni: 
( 1 ) If u, z-, ~1’ E N and 1’ < H’, then UC < mt’ rind vu < M‘U. 
(2) !f‘.f; go Span N\ (O),, thetr,fg=.f~g#O. 
In particular. there ure no zero devisers in A = K( X)/I. 
Proaf We start by an easy remark. 
(2.3) Assume (2.2.1) holds. Then 
(2.3.1) If II,,u~,L’,. v,EN, c,<u,, rlIu,, then I‘,c~<u,u~. 
(2.3.2) If U, c EN, then UL’ > 0. 
Indeed. by (2.2.1) one has r, r7 < U, I:~, U, r7 5 U, u>, hence c’, L’? < U, ~4~ 
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and (2.3.1) holds. Assume that U, c’ E N. It is obvious that 1 > 0, u 2 1, c 2 1, 
and by (2.3.1) one has 
ML’ 2 I . I; = I’. 
Hence, UZ: > 0. We have proved (2.3). 
We next claim that (2.2.1) implies (2.2.2). 
Letf;gESpan N\{O}, 
f= au+ i X,Ll,, ~,c(,EK\(O~,II,II,EN,II>U,, 
i= I 
g=pu+ i p,u,, B, ll,~K\. (O;, c, C,E N, I,>> L’,. 
,= 1 
By (2.3.1) one has 
La > UC,, Liz’ > u,L’, UC > U,l’,, l<i<k. 1 <,j<p. 
Hence, there is an equality 
We proved (2.2.1) + (2.2.2). 
Finally, we establish (2.2.2) --+ (2.3.1). Assume the contrary. Then there 
exist u, o, )I‘ EN, such that r< 12‘ and uu +z UM‘ or ZIU +I IVU. Assume UC 4: UH’. 
Two cases are possible: 
(i) u1’ - UH* or equivalently 
UC = x ur + cp ,(mod I ), uw = /GZ + q2(mod I), 
Y, [I E K‘,, ( 0 I 
(2.4) 
I’ (i?,EK(.U), HMcp, < GF. 
Consider g = ~11’ - fir E Span N \, (0 1. Note that U = II, g = 11‘. It follows 
from (2.4) that w<iZ= ug, a contradiction, hence (i) is impossible. 
(ii) 111’ > 1111‘. 
Then iZ (,> i? and for f = ~11’~ PC one has zrf‘= iE > iii? = G,f, which 
again leads to a contradiction. We proved that (i) and (ii) are impossible, 
hence UL’ < ~11’. The inequality cu < UYI can be obtained by a similar argument, 
hence (2.2.2) implies (2.2.1 ). We have proved Proposition 2.2. 
In the introduction an algebra A = K(X)/Z satisfying the equivalent 
conditions (2.2.1) and (2.2.2) and the condition 
deg .Y,,.Y~ = 2 for 1 bp, q<n, (*I 
is called strictly ordered. 
Now we shall note some properties of strictly ordered algebras. 
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(2.5) LEMMA. Let A = K( X)/I be u strictly’ ordered algebra (condition 
(*) is not necessur~~ here), und let f, ,,f?, h E K(X), h $ I. Then ,from 
(i) j’, - fz it,follo~~~.s thrrt,f,h -,f2h, hf’, -hf; 
(ii ) f, < f2 it .fbllow~s thut ,f, h < ,f? h, h/i < hfz : 
(iii) Izf’, - izf2 it ,fdlm~.s thut ,f’, -,fi; 
(iv) hf; c hf? it ,follo,v.v thut ,f; <,f:. 
Proof: (i) and (ii) are immediately consequences of (2.2.1) and (2.2.2). 
Furthermore. (ii) implies (iii), while (i) and (ii) imply (iv). 
Till the end of the section we shall assume that A = K(s,, . . . . .u,,);I is a 
fixed strictly ordered algebra. 
(2.6) LEMMA. Let II, 1’~ N, UC $ N and Ict iF = u, I’,, deg u, = deg u, 
degt,=degzl. Then u>u,, ~‘<r,. 
Proof: Note first that u, 11, EN and there is an equivalence 
211’-U,1’,. (2.7 1 
Obviously one has u, P, co UP, hence 
11, Go u. (2.8) 
Assume that u = u,. Then u, r, = UC, and from (2.7), (2S(iii)) it follows 
that t: - c,, The monomials L’ and cI being normal, one obtains c = I’,, 
hence uz‘= u, z’, EN, a contradiction. We have shown that u, #II, which 
together with (2.8) gives u, < II. Now the assumptions r < u, or I‘ - P,, yield 
by (2.5) the inequality UP< u, P, which together with the equivalence 
uu - u 1 c I gives a contradiction. 
(2.9) COROLLARY. Let A he u strictly ordered algehru. Thrn 
( 1 ) The monomials x, x,, .Y,.Y,, are normul ,for an>’ i, 1 6 i < n. 
(2) !f‘moreo~er A is gruded then: (i) the monomiuls .Y!, .Y:, ure normal 
for an), k 2 1; (ii) ,from u E N it ,fijllows that the monomiuls xi u and UX~ are 
normal ,for an>, k 3 1. 
Proqf: (1 ) is a straightforward consequence of Lemma 2.6. 
(2) Note that if A is graded then 
degiZ=degu+degr for any u, 1’ E N. 
Thus applying Lemma 2.6 and induction on k one obtains (2(i)). Assume 
now that UE N, k 3 1. We shall prove that U.Y~ E N. Assume the contrary, 
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u~f: $ N. Then by Lemma 2.6 one has 24-r: = u, P, EN, where 24,, 11, EN, 
degu,=degu, degt>,=k, and 
c, > x1. 
This and (2.1.2) give L’, O>,uA, since the monomials 21, and X: are normal. 
By the definition of co the last inequality is impossible. Thus usf: E N. 
Analogous arguments show that .Y: u E N. 
(2.10) COROLLARY. !~s~.Y,, , 4 N, then -~,S,,=.Y,.Y,,. 
(2.11) COROLLARY. Let u, I:. IV E N und let 
c < H’, deg 1’ = deg IV, deg ur = deg ubi’ = deg II + deg 1’. (2.12) 
Then: (i) ,fbn UC E N it ,follo~~s that u\t’ E N; (ii) fion7 UH $ N it ,fdhv.s tht 
1413 4 N. 
Ptmf Obviously (i) and (ii) are equivalent, so it is enough to prove (i). 
Assume that UP EN, but UH’ $ N. It follows from Lemma 2.6 that there exist 
u,,u‘, in Nsuch that u~r-z~,u’,~N, degu=degu,. deg~~~=degu’, and 
24, <(I u. (2.13) 
From the equalities deg U, II‘, = deg 14w= deg Uo and from (2.13) it 
- 
follows that U, H‘, <(, UP. Hence, the monomials U, u’, and UC being normal, 
one obtains UC > 24, M‘, - tot’. We showed that UP > UIZ‘ which together with 
(2.12) contradicts (2.2.1) 
(2.14) LEMMA. If‘ .Y,s,,- , 4 N ,fbr sonic j. 2 < j,< 17. then .r,r,, , = 
s , I -y,,. 
Proof: It follows from (2.6) that .Y,.Y,,~ , =X-Y,, for some i. i<j- I. 
Assume that i<j- 1: i.e.. 
x, s,, , 5 .Y, ?I,, (2.15) 
The obvious inequality .Y,- ,.Y,, , < X-Y,, , and (2.15) show that 
.Y, ,x,{ , #N as well. Hence, applying (2.15) and (2.6) again one obtains 
.Y, I MY,, 1 5 .Y, ?.Y,,. By induction on k (and applying Lemma 2.6) one can 
see that 
.Y, i I,, ~ , 5 .Y, k- 2-y,, forallk, O<k< j-3. 
In particular, .Y~.Y,, , 5 .Y, x,, and. srnce .Y,.Y,, , < -x-3-\‘,, 1 one obtains 
l-7 .Y,, , < s , s,, ) which contradicts (2.10). Hence, (2.15) is impossible and 
x,x,, , = x, I .y,, 
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(2.16) Remark. If x,x, EN then: (i) for all k, 0 <k 6 n - j one has 
six, + /; EN and there is no monomial ~7 EN such that x,x,+/, , < M’ < 
,Y,x,+~; (ii) for the set 
one has 
u= j.YrS,<.Y,.Y,+, < .‘. <.Y;.Y,z), 
and, obviously, #U= n-,j+ 1. 
(2.17) Remark. Let i be an integer, 1 < i < n, and let q = q(i) be the 
smallest integer such that x,x, is normal. Then 
(i) .Y,.Y, is normal for any ,j, q <,j < n; 
(ii) if q> 1, then x,x, is not normal for anyj<q. 
(2.18) LEMMA. Letj, k, m he integus, 2 <<.j < n, 1 <k < n, m <n - j. Let 
x/xA # N, .u,xA = u, x, + ,,,. yA = c, u,c~N, and let U=(u,~Nlu~w~<~~). 
Then 
(i) #U>m+ 1; 
(ii) lf #C’=n7+1, U={U=U,,<U,< ... <u,,,=c), then ,Y,+,.Y~= 
u,, for 0 6 t 6 m. 
Proof: By (2.2.1) one has .x,x/, < x, + , .Y~ < < x, + ,,,. yA which gives 
u = X,Xk <(, xi+ , .Y/; <(J <,I Y,, ,),‘Y,: = 1’. (2.19) 
Hence 
for all t, 0 < t 6 m, (2.20) 
proving that # CT >, nz + 1. 
(ii) follows from (2.19) and (2.20). 
(2.21) COROI,LARY. Assume that jbr some integers i, k, 1 d i < k < n, one 
has w, = x,.Y~. und x,,X, = .x,.x,,. Then for all j M’ith k <,j< n, one has 
x,x, = s, x,. 
Proof: By (2.6) the set 
u= jI~ENlx,x~.5~~-u,s,,) 
coincides with the set 
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and #U=n-k+ 1, hence, by (2.18) one has 
x, s, = s, x, for allj, kd.j<n. 
(2.22) PROPOSITION. Let A = K( x, , . . . . s,,) jI be a strictly> ordered 
algebra and let the ,folhcing conditions hold 
(i) x,,.~,, , $ N; 
(ii) .Y,.Y, E Nftir all i, i= 1, . . . . II - 1. 
The11 
- x,x; = .Y x ,. , for all i,,j, 1 6 i <,j 6 n. (2.23) 
Proqf: Step 1. Note that r,,x,$ N for all i, 1 < i<n - I. (This follows 
from (i) and Lemma 2.12(ii).) 
Step 2. Fix an i, 1 < i < n - 1. We shall prove that 
X,X, E N and X,X, 2 X,X, for all j, id j<n. (2.24) 
Indeed, it follows from (ii) and Lemma (2,12(i)) that .Y,X,E N for all 
j, i G.j d TI. Using induction on j we shall prove (2.24). Recall that 
(2.25) There is no normal monomial u such that X,X, < u < .Y,s,, 1. 
From the obvious inequality x,, ,.xi> X-Y,, and from (2.25) it follows 
that x , + I -x, 2 x,-y, + 1 which gives the base for the induction. Assume we 
have proved that .Y~.Y, 2 X,X, for some j> i. Then (2.25) and the inequality 
s ,+ , s, > X,X, give that 
s ,+ I-Y, z .y,.x,+ I
We have proved (2.24). 
Step 3. Using (decreasing) induction on i we shall prove that 
x,, A-, - s, I,, for all i, 1 <i<n. (2.26) 
It follows from (i) and Lemma 2.14 that .Y,,.x,~ , -x,,+ ,.Y,, which gives the 
base for the induction. Assume we have proved that 
for all j, j > i. (2.27) 
We have already proved (in Step 1 ) that .Y,,I, is not normal. Hence, it 
follows from Lemma 2.6 that 
where p < n, 4 > i. (2.28) 
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Applying (2.24) one obtains 
(2.29) 
Assume .Y,~.x, > .Y,.Y,,, then by (2.28) 
and, since the monomials Y,.Y,, . .Y,,.Y,, are normal, one has p > i. Thus, by 
the inductive assumption (2.27) one has 
s,, x1, - “YP x,, , s,, .Y,, - x,, .Y,, 
Multiplying (2.28) with x,, (from the right) one obtains 
(2.30) 
X,,.Y,.Y,, - .Y .x Y ,’ ,,. li 
Q.Y Y Y li . ,I q (by (2.30) and (2.5(i))). 
Hence, by (2.5(iii)) the equivalence 
s, s,, - 9 x I’ ‘i (2.31 ) 
holds. Since the monomials X-Y,, and .Y,,.Y~, are normal, it follows from 
(2.3 1 ) that .Y,‘.Y,/ = .v,.y,,-a contradiction. Thus x,,s, > X,.X,, is impossible 
and (2.29) gives the desired equivalence .Y,,.Y, - .Y,.Y,,. We have proved that 
s,,.Y, - x,x,, for all i, 1 < i 6 II - 1. 
Step 4. The equalities x,S, = x,.Y,, T,,.y, = s,.Y,,, and Corollary 2.21 give 
that I,.Y, = .Y,s, for all i,j, I < i < ,j < II. Q.E.D. 
Before proving Theorem I we shall note that: 
(2.32) Rrnwrk. The algebra A = K(X)/1 is a skew polynomial ring if 
and only if N(A ) = T. 
(This follows directly from Definition 1.3.) 
The following theorem can be extracted from [Xl. 
(2.33) THEOREM (Kandri-Rody and Weispfenning). Lrr A hc un algehru 
of solccrhl~~ tJ.pr (ti,ith respect to thr IlrlFrrr-l~~xicngrupIp/lic order <(,). Then 
( 1 ) A is (1 strictI>) orcltwd skm, polynomiui ring. 
(2) A is lcfi und right northrrian. 
It is a straightforward consequence from Definitions (1.3) and (1.4) that 
(2.34) Rmzurk. The algebra A = K(x,. . . . . .y,,),!I is of solvable type 
(w.r.t. co) iff the following two conditions hold: 
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(i) A is a skew polynomial ring (i.e., N(,4 ) = T 1; 
(ii) 7 r .Y =-Y;.x, for all i..j, 16icj6n. 
(2.35) Proqf’ qf Theorem 1. We need only to prove the implication 
(1) + (2), since the other statements of the theorem follow from (2.33). So, 
let A be a strictly ordered skew polynomial ring. Then for N = N(A ) one 
has 
,“\I = T. (2.36) 
This implies 
.x,,.Y,, , $ N; 
.Y,.Y, E N for all i, 1 < i < II. 
Now one can apply Proposition 2.22 which gives 
.Y,.Y, = s Y 1’ / for all i < i. (2.37) 
It follows from (2.36), (2.37), and Remark (2.34) that A is an algebra of 
solvable type. 
3. ALMOST COMMUTATIVE STRICTLY ORDERED ALGEBRAS 
We keep the notation of the previous sections. Recall that the definitions 
of almost quadratic and almost commutative algebras are given in (1.13). 
(3.1) THEOREM. Lrr A = K(.u,, . . . . x,, )/I he a .rtric.fiy ordered dmosl 
quadrutic algehru. Then 
(1 ) .X,-Y, v x,x, ,fbr 011 i,,j, 1 < i c ,j d n. 
(2) A is almost commutatiue. 
(3) N(A) L T. In particular, A has polwomial gro,cth 
In order to prove the theorem NY ncd seorral lemmas (alua?~.~ assuming A 
is almost quadratic; i.e.. .Y,,I, - .Y,.Y,, jbr all i. I < i < n). 
(3.2) LEMMA. Jf’ the monomial x,.x-, is normal, j < n. then .Y,.Y, 5 .Y,.Y,. 
Proof: By the assumption of the theorem and by (2.9.1) one has 
.Y,!.Y, = x,x,,. It follows from (2.16(i)) that x,x,, EN for all p > j. By induc- 
tion on k we shall prove that x,, h.~, 5 x,x,, L for n-k 2.j. 
If k = 1 then by the relations 
.Y,S,, = S,,.Y, > x,, , .Y,, 
x,.x,, > x,x,, , E N 
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and by the fact that there is no w EN such that X,.X-,, , < K’ < I,.~,,, (cf. 
(2.16(i))) one has 
x, s,, I h .y,, I -y,> 
which gives the base for the induction 
Assume we have proved that 
-y,, k+,-Y,S.Y,-y,, hf, 
and assume that 
-y,, I, x, s x,.x,, /, 
Consider the following inequalities 
(3.3) 
(3.4) 
9, x ,I _ h<.L ,i- k.Y, (by (3.4)) 
< s,, hi IS, (by (2.2.1)) 
I ,y,-y,, h + I (by (3.3)). 
They imply X,X,, k < x,, h s, < X,X,, i, + , . which contradicts (2.16(i)). Thus 
the assumption (3.4) is false and we are done. 
(3.5) LEMMA. Let i be un integer, I <i<n, /et q=y(i) he LIS in (2.17) 
and let 
.Y, s, , -x, , .Y,. (3.6) 
Then ( 1 ) x,.x-, - x,.~,, .; (2) .Y,.Y, - s,s, ,fbr all j > q. 
Proof: Note that by the choice of y, .Y,s~ is normal. Assume that 
s,s, +- .Y Y /_ y. It follows from (3.2) that X,-Y, < s,x,,, hence, X,X, co X,X,. 
The integer q being minimal with the property .Y,x~, E N and s, , I,, being 
the maximal normal monomial which is less then X,X,,, one obtains 
Hence 
.Y,,.Y, 5 s, , I,, 
Multiplying (3.7) by x, on the left one obtains 
(3.7) 
.Y, .Y,,.Y, 5 .x,.x?, I -y,, by (2.5(i)) and (2.5(ii)) 
- s, I -r,.y,, by (3.6) and (2.5(i)) 
- .Y I I -r,,.y, since .Y,,s, -X-Y,, and by (2.5(i)). 
(3.X) 
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The relations (3.8) give x,.Y~,.v~ 5 x, ~.Y,,s,. From (2,5(iii)) and (2.5(iv)) it 
follows then that x;.x~ 5 x,~ , x,, which is a contradiction to the fact that 
x~.Y~~, s, r s,, E N, and x, , x,, co x,.Y~,. Thus the assumption X,X, + x,x, 
leads to a contradiction, which proves (1) (2) follows from (1) and (2.21). 
(3.9) Proof’ qf Thrum (3.1). (1) By induction on k we shall prove 
that 
.Y, SA - A-1 x, for all j, k < .j 6 IL (3.10) 
It follows from (2.9) that X,X, is normal. By the assumption of the theorem 
one has .Y,,.Y, - s, x,,, hence by (2.21 ) one obtains 
x,.x-, - .Y, .Y, for all ,j < n. 
This gives the base of the induction. 
Assume that (3.10) is proved for all k, k 6 i- I. Let q=q(i) as in (2.17). 
By the inductive assumption one has s,s, , -.Y, ,.Y,. thus, applying 
Lemma 3.5 one obtains 
x,x, - .Y,.Y, for j>q. (3.11) 
Assume that there exists aj such that X,.X, + .Y,.L,, and letj be the maximal 
with this property. It is clear from (3.11) that ,j < q(i), hence, by the choice 
of q(i), the monomial XI, is not normal. Let X,X, = .Y,.Y, E N. It is obvious 
that 
.Y,.Y, - .Y, s,. (3.12) 
It follows from Lemma 2.6 that 
s < i. t>j (3.13) 
hence 
.Y,S,, - x,x,, (3.14) 
by the inductive assumption, and 
s, s, - .I-, s, , (3.15) 
by the choice ofj and (3.13). Applying (2.5(i)) one obtains 
x,x,x, - .Y,.Y,.Y, by (3.12) 
- .Y, .Y,.X, by (3.15) 
- .Y,X,.Y, by (3.14). 
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Hence x,x,x, - s,.Y,s,. Now (2S(iii)) implies that x,.x, - s,s,. The last 
equivalence together with (3.12) gives .Y,.Y, - Y,.Y,, a contradiction with the 
choice of,j. We have proved that x,s, -s,.Y, for allj, i<,j<n. Thus (3.10) 
holds for all h-, 1 d k < IZ, and (1) has been proved. 
(2) It follows from (1 ) that all the monomials x,x, with j> i are not 
normal. This clearly implies NC 7: hence A has polynomial growth. 
(3) By the definition of the operation * of the semigroup N (cf. 
(1.11)) and by (1) one has 
x, * s, = s, * s, for all i, j. 1 d i, j 6 n. 
Since the elements x,, . . . . x,, generate N as a semigroup, it is obvious then 
that (N, * ) is commutative. 
(3.16) DEFINITION. Let u = .Y:“-\-;‘. sfi” and u = y[ff .y$ .yqti ,,,P!?Y,>-0, 
be ordered monomials (i.e., U, c E TJ. We say that u’uhides 11 if p, < qz, for 
16i6n. 
We shall use the following lemma which is due to Dickson 1913 and has 
been rediscovered independently by several authors (cf. [S]). 
(3.17) DICKSON’S LEMMA. For euerlx i!fZnite sequence of‘ ordered 
monomials ( ux E Tl k 3 1 ). there e.\-ist.P u k,, lvith the fdlo~ving propert!~: ,fbr 
cm!* k > k,, therr is j< k ,), such that u, divides uh. 
(3.18) PROPOSITION. Let A = K(.Y,. . . . . x,,)jI hr un ulmost commututiw 
strictI)> ordered ulgrhru. Then 
(1 ) An!, lcffi (right) ideul of’ A bus u finite lcrfi (right) stundurd husis. 
In purticulur A is kft and right noetheriun. 
(2) An!, tuto-sided ideul qf A has u finite stundurd husis. 
Proyf: Since A is almost commutative, one has 
x,x, - x, I, for all i.,j, 1 < i, j < n: (3.19) 
and, by (3.1.3), 
N= N(A)c_ T. (3.20) 
Let J be a left ideal in A. As in Definition 1.12, we can assume that all 
elements of J are in normal form; i.e., JZ Span N. It follows from (3.20) 
that the set 
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is a set of ordered monomials; i.e., HM(J) G T. Clearly HM(J) is countable 
and we can assume that 
HM(J) = { 11, ) U7. uj. ), 
where Us = SF’ . . ~fi”‘, J)~, , > 0, and u, < u,,, for I <,j< M. It follows from 
Dickson’s Lemma 3.17 that there is a k,, such that for any k > h-,, there 
exists a j < k,, such that U, divides zdi. 
Clearly, there exist elements ,f’, , . . . ..f.,, of J such that 
where cp,ESpanN, and (if cp,#O) HM((p,)<u,, 16ibk,. 
We shall prove that the set F= {,f,, ..&,} is a left standard basis of J 
(cf. Definition 1.12). Take an element f’of J. Let u = ,f Since u E HM(J), by 
the choice of k,,, there is a J’ such that U, divides U; i.e., 
u = ,q t fl . ~u;~J” + f!>) 
where p,, t, 3 0, 1 d id n. 
(3.22) Remark. In the assumption of the proposition, since the 
monomial u is normal, it follows from (3.21) that the monomial 
(J = .y{’ . y; 
is normal, as well. 
Now the equality 
u=a*u / (3.23) 
follows from (3.22), (1.1 l), and from the assumption that A is almost com- 
mutative. Definition 1.12 and (3.23) show that F is a left standard basis of 
J. It can be easily seen that F generates J as a left ideal. We have 
proved (1). 
An analogous argument shows that any two-sided ideal in A has a finite 
standard basis. 
(3.24) Proof’ of‘ Theorem II. This follows from Theorem 3.1 and 
Proposition 3.18. 
4. LEFT N~ETHERIAN GRADED STRICTLY ORDERED 
STANDARD FINITELY PRESENTED ALGEBRAS 
ARE ALMOST COMMUTATIVE 
In this section A denotes a graded strictly ordered s.f.p. algebra. We shall 
assume that A is given by a fixed presentation A = K(.Y,, . . . . .x-,,):‘(F). 
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where F is the reduced standard (Groebner) basis of the ideal I = (F). (All 
elements of F are homogeneous polynomials.) We keep the notation of the 
introduction. 
(4.1) Remark. Obviously. since A is graded one has 
degiZ=degu+degc for any u, c E N. 
(4.2) Define the integer 1~ = PI(F) as 
m = max ( degf’ I ,f ‘E F ) - 1. 
(4.3) Remark. If U, 11, 11’ are monomials such that deg L‘ 3 nz, and UC and 
~bt‘ are normal monomials, then UU~L’ is normal as well. 
(4.4) LEMMA. Using the notation ahow, ussume thrre e.uists an infinite 
sequence c~f’normal monomials u, . . . . . uI, ~ such that 
(i) Ilk = .uy 1’1, ) ck e (X); and 
(ii) no u, is a right segmerzt of’ uA ,fbr j # k, j, k 2 I. 
Then A is not I@ noetherian. 
Proc$ Assume A is left noetherian. Then for some integer k > 1 one has 
i I 5, 
14L - c c CI,,N,,U, = 0 (mod I), (4.5) 
,=-I ,- I 
where x,, E K \, { 0 ), u,, are normal monomials. 
Note first that the monomials a,,u, are normal for 1 6 i < k - 1, 1 < j 6 s,. 
This follows from Remark 4.3, since 
by Lemma 2.9.2, and 
by the assumption of the Lemma. 
It follows from condition (ii) of the lemma that Us # rc?,u, for 
I 6 i < k - 1, 1 6 ,j d s,. hence (4.5) gives a non-zero linear combination of 
normal monomials, a contradiction to the fact that the set of normal 
monomials N is a K-basis of A. 
(4.6) LEMMA. Jf A is left noetherian then the monomial x,,x,, , is llot 
normal. 
Proof Assume the contrary, 
(4.7) 
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Using induction on k we shall prove that .Y: s,, , E N for any k > 1. The 
assumption (4.7) is the base of the induction. Assume further that we have 
proved that xi x,, , EN. It follows from (2.9.2(ii)) that 
.Y f, s ,, , x,, E N. (4.8) 
Note that the monomials 
Ll=Xyi ,, 2 D = x,, I -y,, 1 and I\’ = .Y,,.Y,, , 
satisfy the assumption of Corollary 2.11 (i), since 
II, L’E N (by 2.9.2), 12’~ N (by (4.7)); 
deg L’ = deg 111, 1: < lt’: 
degiE=degu+degc (by (3.1 )I; 
UC = 2 .Y I, ,I , s,, E N (by 4.8). 
It follows then from (2.1 l(i)) that the monomial UI~.=.Y~+‘.Y,, , is normal. 
We have proved that r:>s,, , EN for all k. In particular, 
.$’ x,, , E N. (4.9 1 
Consider now the infinite sequence of monomials u,, . . . . II~, . . . . where 
UI, = .Y;;’ s,, ,x:,, k 3 1. It follows from (4.9) and (2.9.2) that all Us are nor- 
mal. Obviously, no u, is a right segment of Us for ,j# k, j, k 3 1, and the 
assumptions of Lemma 4.4 are satisfied. Hence A is not left noetherian, a 
contradiction. We have proved that (4.7) is impossible, as claimed. 
From (4.6) and (2.11 (i)) we immediately obtain: 
(4.10) COROLLARY. If’ A is left noetherian, then x,,.Y,$ N for 
1 <id/l-1. 
(4. I 1 ) PROPOSITION. Let A he N graded .stric.tly ordered s.,f:p. ulghu. If 
A is left northvim, then A is ulrnost yuadtxtic,. 
Proof: Using decreasing induction on i we shall prove that 
x,, x, - .I I.Y,, for all i. 1 <i-en. 
It follows from (4.6) that the monomial .Y,,.Y,,~ , is not normal. Lemma 2.14 
gives .x,~ x,, , - .Y II I .y,r - which is the base of the induction. Assume 
x,,.Y, - x,x,, for all j 2 i + 1. We shall prove that x,,.Y, - x,.~,, It follows from 
(4.10) that s,,.xu,~ N. By (2.6) one has 
s,,.Y, = s/,x,, E N. p < n. y > i. 
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Hence, by the definition of - one has 
(4.12) 
Two cases are possible. 
(a) p>i. 
(Actually we prove that this case does not occur.) Then applying (2.5(i)) 
one obtains the following equivalences: 
x,, s, s,, - xp xp,, by (4.12) 
- s, x,, .Y, by the inductive assumption and by 
- s,, xp s ‘i the fact that 11, y > i. 
Hence, by (2,5(iii)) .Y .I’ -x 
since the mdn~mtak”~\- .Y 
It follows from here that .Y,.Y,, = x,)x,, (in 
(X>)T ‘, , ,I and .Y~,.Y~, are normal. The last is 
impossible, if the assumption (a) holds. 
(b ) p < i. 
It is obvious that in this case s,,s,, 5 .Y,.Y,~ and by (4.12) one has 
.u,,s < Y Y I-. I. ,I’ (4.13 ) 
Suppose that .Y,,.Y, + x,x,,. Then 
S,,.Y, < .Y,.Y,, (4.14) 
Using induction onJ and applying (2S(ii)) one can prove 
for all ,j> I. (4.15) 
Note that. by (2.9.2), the monomials 
I’, = x,x’ li (4.16) 
are normal for all ,j >, 1. 
For k = 1, 2, . . . . let Jk denotes the left ideal of A generated by i c,, . . . . ~1~ I. 
Since A is left noetherian, the increasing chain of left ideals J, E J2 E ... 
stabilizes and there is a k such that 
h I 
f’=c,- c u,c,-0 (mod I) (4.17) 
,=I 
for some polynomials u, E Span N\,, it);. 
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Since the ideal I is graded, it follows from (4.16) and (4.17) that we may 
assume deg a, = k -,j. It is then obvious that 
a,&y. 
Applying (2.5), (4.15), and (4.16) one obtains 
i a,~, = ap,x,, 5 xi ‘.x,.Y:, 
<x)x; = l’,, for jck. 
Hence ~1~ is the highest monomial of the polynomia1.f; given in (4.17). This 
is absurd, since f EZ and the monomial I’~ is normal. We have shown that 
the assumption x,,x, + x,x,, leads to a contradiction, which proves the 
proposition. 
(4.18) Proof’cf Theorem III. (l)=(2) and (5). By Proposition 4.10, 
if A is left noetherian, then it is almost quadratic. Theorem 3.1 then shows 
that A is almost commutative and A has polynomial growth. 
(3)*(l) is obvious. 
(2)+(l), (3), (4), (6) (7) by Proposition 3.18. Q.E.D. 
(4.19) Remark. Let I be a two-sided ideal in K(s,, . . . . .Y,,), F-the 
reduced standard basis of I. Let i,j be integers such that I < i < j < ?I. Then 
the following conditions are equivalent: 
( I ) x,x, - x,x,. 
(2) Either 
(i) there is a polynomial j;, in F such that 
./;z = x,x, - I’,,.Y,.Y, - p,, , 
where 12 E KS\ ‘0 I if , ,, P,,ESpan T, and (ifp,,#O) HM(p,,)<.v,x,; or 
(ii) there are two poiynomials,f;,,f;, in F such that 
./;, = .Y,I, - c,, x, .Y, - p,, , 
I;, = .Y,.Y, - C,,.Y,.Yy, - p,, , 
where s c i. t >.j; c,,, c,, E K\: {O) : p,,, p,, E Span T, and (if p,, # 0 (resp., 
p,,#O)) then /?M(P,,)<.Y,.Y, (resp.. HM(p,,)<.u,s,). 
Set 
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It follows from (2.9.2) that if A = K(.u,, . . . . .u,,)/Z is graded and strictly 
ordered. then T,, 5 N(A). This and Theorems II and III give: 
(4.20) Retnurk. If A is a left noetherian graded strictly ordered s.f.p. 
algebra, then T,, c N(A) c T. 
We have already proved that N(A) = T if and only if A is of solvable 
type (cf. Theorem I). Here we give an example of a strictly ordered algebra 
A,, such that N(A,,) = T,,s T. Thus the class of left noetherian strictly 
ordered algebras is larger then the class of algebras of solvable type 
(w.r.t. Co). 
(4.21 ) PROPOSITION. Thrrr r.xists rr lc:fi tmthrriun pzdeted stric.tlJ’ 
or&red .s.,fI p. algebra A, ,ftir u#~ich N( A,,) = T,,. For the Hilhrrt srries o/A,, 
otlt~ has 
H,,,,(t) = 1 + tzf + (2tt - 1 ) t’ + 2t7 __ 
1 -tt’ 
Proof: Let 
F,, = (.f;, I 1 6 i. .i d tI ) , 
where the polynomials,/;, are defined as follows 
f;, = 
i 
x,x, + I Y I-,+, I for i+j- 1 <n. 
.Y,.Y, + .Y’, + , ,,s,, for i+j>rz. 
One can see that F. is a reduced standard basis of (F,,). Set 
A,,= K(s,. . . . . .Y,~),‘(F,,). It can be easily shown that A,, is an almost com- 
mutative, hence, left and right noetherian algebra which is strictly ordered 
and N(A,,) = T,,. 
(4.22) Rcvnurk. As we noted in the introduction it follows from [lo] 
that if A is a strictly ordered algebra, then, in the context of [ 10. 131, a 
graded structure (A. N, ___, gr, A, . ..) can be associated to it. (N is the scmi- 
group of normal monomials.) Moreover. if A is almost commutative. then 
by similar argument as in Proposition 3.18 one can show that the 
associated graded algebra gr,il will be also left and right noetherian. In 
this case [ 10, Algorithm 11.6.61 finds a finite standard basis for any finitely 
generated ideal J of A. 
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